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これまでの JVN + AGN	



Publications in refereed Journals 
from JVN (28)	

ADSにて “Japanese VLBI” 等で検索、VERA, SELENE 関係等を除いたもの	
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•  増加中 
 → 継続すべき明らかな根拠 
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Publications in refereed Journals 
from JVN	

•  2008年:  4/8 は H2O  
•  VERA astrometry 以外のテーマ取り込み？ 

•  2012年: 3/4 は AGN 
•  Fermi 効果？ 

•  2014年:  4/5 はメタノール 
•  実を結び刈り取りに？ 
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Monitor（5）	

微弱天体（2）	

Spectrum（1）	
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Imaging（0）	



    棲み分けの構図？	

 
JVN 
	

 
EVN 

 

 
VLBA 

 高分解能・微弱検出イメージング	 高画質・多周波・モニター・微弱検出 
・偏波イメージング	

モニター、微弱検出	



JVN + AGN モニター観測	

SHORT-TERM RADIO VARIABILITY IN 1H 0323+342 9
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Figure 1. 8.4 GHz light curve of 1H 0323+342. The filled squares show the total flux obtained with Yamaguchi 32 m radio telescope. Numerical data of the
measurements are shown in Table 2. The open and filled circles indicate the flux of the components C and D1, respectively, obtained with the JVN observations
(see also Section 3.2 and Table 1).
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Figure 2. VLBI images of 1H 0323+342 at epochs 1 (top left), 2 (top right), and 3 (bottom) obtained by the JVN observations at 8.4 GHz. The lowest contour is
3 times the off-source rms noise (σ). The contour levels are −3σ, 3σ × (

√
2)n (n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, 10). Dashed and solid curves show negative and positive contours,

respectively. The restoring beam is indicated at the lower left corner of each image. The labels C and D1 show the Gaussian model fitting components and the
position of each component is indicated by the cross. The image descriptions are shown in Table 1.
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Wajima et al. (2014)	
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Figure 4. Spectral index map of 1H 0323+342 derived from the flux densities at 8.4 GHz (JVN epoch1 on 2010 November 1) and 15.4 GHz (VLBA MOJAVE
on 2010 October 15). The map corresponds to the area greater than 3σ noise level in JVN epoch 1. The 15.4 GHz map is restored with the same beam size as the
8.4 GHz map, which is represented in the lower left corner.
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•  密なシングルディッシュモニターが JVN モニターをサポート 
•  （Proper motion は not conclusive） 
•  （イメージ分析は VLBA）	
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Figure 5. Angular distances of each component detected with our observations and MOJAVE, relative to the core. The dashed and the solid arrows indicate the date
when the large X-ray flares occurred. Also, each solid line shows the results of the linear fit to each component without JC1.

Table 3
Model Fit Parameters at Each Epoch: VLBA 15 GHz (MOJAVE)

Epoch Component Model Parameter Distance from the Core

Maj Axial Ratio P.A. Flux Density R θ

(mas) (deg) (mJy) (mas) (deg)

2009 Dec 17 Core 0.10 0.439 −23.6 225.8 . . . . . .

MC4 0.24 1.0 . . . 23.3 0.38 −31.7
MC3 0.37 1.0 . . . 16.0 0.95 −35.1
MC2 0.63 1.0 . . . 8.3 1.60 −32.9
MC1 1.27 1.0 . . . 9.5 4.04 −32.5

2010 Feb 11 Core 0.10 0.00 −73.1 279.2 . . . . . .

MC4 0.24 1.0 . . . 40.9 0.39 −41.2
MC3 0.42 1.0 . . . 14.9 1.17 −35.6
MC2 0.97 1.0 . . . 10.5 2.12 −33.5
MC1 1.16 1.0 . . . 8.0 4.09 −33.7

2010 Jul 12 Core 0.11 0.73 −52.5 250.9 . . . . . .

MC4 0.38 1.0 . . . 35.4 0.46 −42.4
MC3a 0.16 1.0 . . . 11.3 0.96 −50.0
MC3 0.52 1.0 . . . 23.0 1.31 −37.6
MC2 0.46 1.0 . . . 3.6 2.32 −29.4
MC1 1.40 1.0 . . . 9.9 4.22 −31.6

2010 Oct 15 Core 0.14 0.54 −30.5 265.2 . . . . . .

MC4 0.29 1.0 . . . 22.7 0.56 −39.1
MC3 0.46 1.0 . . . 17.6 1.26 −37.6
MC2 1.15 1.0 . . . 8.9 2.58 −37.7
MC1 0.58 1.0 . . . 4.6 4.00 −29.6

2010 Nov 29 Core 0.11 0.73 −51.9 248.4 . . . . . .

MC4a 0.27 1.0 . . . 56.6 0.25 −26.3
MC4 0.23 1.0 . . . 17.3 0.67 −39.5
MC3 0.59 1.0 . . . 16.3 1.38 −40.2
MC2 1.04 1.0 . . . 4.3 3.08 −42.9
MC1 1.13 1.0 . . . 9.6 4.23 −30.8

considered that the motion and the position of JC1 detected by
our observations were consistent with previous studies.

Lastly, we discuss the Doppler factor and the Lorentz factor
of JC0 under the assumption mentioned above. The apparent

velocity of v1a = −3.48 ± 0.97c derived from the linear fit to
the positions of JC1 relative to the core is the relative velocity.
Therefore, assuming that JC1 did not move or its apparent
velocity is sufficiently slow, we can consider that the JC0 moved

6

JVN + AGN モニター観測	
Niinuma et al. (2012)	

•  スパースな VLBA モニターを、密な JVN モニターでサポート 
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Table 2
Model Fit Parameters at Each Epoch: JVN 22 GHz

Epoch Component Model Parameter Distance from the Core

Maj Axial Ratio P.A. Flux Density R θ

(mas) (deg) (mJy) (mas) (deg)

2010 Mar 7 Core 0.23 ± 0.02 <0.27 −24.0 ± 4.5 263.7 . . . . . .

JC1 0.65 ± 0.01 1.0 . . . 17.9 1.28 ± 0.05 −37.6 ± 1.5

2010 Apr 1 Core 0.29+0.03
−0.06 <0.35 −36.7+11.5

−9.5 261.5 . . . . . .

JC1 0.51+0.35
−0.51 1.0 . . . 9.1 1.26 ± 0.17 −60.4 ± 7.5

2010 Apr 25 Core 0.18 ± 0.02 0.37+0.15
−0.30 −34.8+10.6

−10.3 242.2 . . . . . .

JC1 0.60 ± 0.06 1.0 . . . 16.8 1.14 ± 0.04 −38.3 ± 1.4

2010 May 12 Core 0.26 ± 0.02 <0.27 −34.0 ± 4.7 288.5 . . . . . .

JC1 0.57 ± 0.11 1.0 . . . 14.3 0.97 ± 0.06 −41.5 ± 2.7

Figure 2. JC1 positions and weighted linear fit to JC1 positions (dashed line).
The position uncertainties of each data point are uniformly rescaled so that the
reduced χ2 is unity. As a result of the least-squares fit, we obtained the proper
motion of −1.66 ± 0.46 mas yr−1.

5. RESULTS

The position of JC1 relative to the core is plotted as a
function of time in Figures 2 and 3. As a result of the least-
squares fit to the displacements of the position of JC1 relative
to the core during 66 days (from March 7 to May 12) under
the assumption of linear motion of JC1, we obtained a proper

motion of µ1a = −1.66 ± 0.46 mas yr−1, which corresponds to
an apparent velocity of v1a = −3.48 ± 0.97c at the distance of
Mrk 421. This negative velocity implies apparent inward motion
of JC1. To measure the apparent velocity of JC1, although we
have to estimate not only thermal but systematic errors as the
uncertainty on the position of JC1 relative to the core at each
epoch, it is quite difficult to estimate the latter quantitatively
due to its nonlinearity. Therefore, following Homan et al. (2001)
and Piner et al. (2010), we set the positional uncertainty on the
data points that were uniformly rescaled so that the reduced
χ2 is unity. Also, as seen in Figure 2, if we exclude the last
epoch from the fit, the result obtained would only be half of the
value mentioned above. Here, we applied the first-order fit to
the motion of JC1. Based on our results, the significance of the
detected superluminal motion of JC1 in Mrk 421 is 3.57σ .

On the other hand, though the 10% flux errors mentioned
in Section 3 are slightly large relative to the core flux change,
which can be seen in Table 2, it appears that the core flux in the
last epoch is higher than in the previous epochs. Additionally,
the other flux data, which were compiled by the F-GAMMA
program13 (Angelakis et al. 2010), also show almost the same
trend of increasing flux as our result. Although the scale of flux
variability was not large, there is a possibility that a delayed
increase in radio flux was seen. When the flare occurs in the
blazars, it has often been reported in radio observations at low
frequency because of the opacity effect (e.g., Orienti et al. 2011).
These support the possibility of structural changes occurring in
the core region, such as the emergence of a new component. The

13 http://www3.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/div/vlbi/fgamma/results.html

Figure 3. VLBI images of Mrk 421 produced by restoring model-fit components. The epoch and the scale of 1 mas for our images are indicated on the top of each
image as year “YYYY.YY” and in the bottom of the panel of the first epoch, respectively. The interval of each image is proportional to the date when each observation
was made. The filled squares represent the position of JC1 relative to the core, and the solid and the dashed lines show the trajectory of the core and of JC1, respectively.
The decrease in the separation between the core and JC1 is shown by these two lines. The beam size of this figure is the same as Figure 1 and is shown in the bottom-left
corner of the panel of the first epoch. Contours begin at 3 mJy beam−1 and increase in −1 and 2n steps.
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corner of the panel of the first epoch. Contours begin at 3 mJy beam−1 and increase in −1 and 2n steps.
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Figure 4. VLBA image of Mrk 421 with natural weighting at 15 GHz (MOJAVE
program). The epoch is indicated on the top of each panel as “DD MMM, YY
(YYYY.YY),” and the filled squares represent the position of each component
relative to the core. The beam size of this figure is the same as Figure 1 and is
shown in the bottom-left corner of the panel of the first epoch. Contours begin
at 0.9 mJy beam−1 and increase in 2n steps.

details of the flux density change at radio band after the X-ray
flare of 2010 February will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.

6. IDENTIFICATION OF JC1

To identify the correspondence between the jet component
JC1 and the one detected by other observations, we analyzed the
data observed with VLBA at 15 GHz (MOJAVE program; Lister
et al. 2009a). We obtained the calibrated visibility data at a total
of five epochs (2009 December 17, 2010 February 11, July 12,
October 15, and November 29) from the MOJAVE Web site
and carried out the standard analysis procedure. In Figure 4, we
show a CLEANed image within 4 mas from the core at the epoch
of 2010 February 12. Also, model-fit parameters are shown in
Table 3. Here, we carried out the model fit in the same way as
mentioned above. As a result, we identified four jet components
in this scale by comparing the angular distance from the core,
the position angle, the size, and the flux density of each model
throughout five epochs and named them MC1, MC2, MC3, and
MC4 from outermost to innermost component. In addition, as
temporary components, MC3a and MC4a are seen in the third
and fifth epoch, respectively.

The angular distance from the core for all model components
at each epoch derived from the MOJAVE data and the one
detected by our observations (JC1) are shown in Figure 5. From
the model-fit parameters, we can identify JC1 as MC3. MC1,
MC2, and MC4 cannot be detected in the JVN images (e.g.,
Figure 3). The reason MC1 and MC2 were not detected is that the
image sensitivity of our observations was insufficient to detect
both components, which are relatively faint. And MC4 cannot be
resolved with the angular resolution of our observations either,
because of its closeness to the core.

Each solid line in Figure 5 indicates the least-squares fit to
the motion of each component using a first-order fit. These

fittings were done without JC1 data, and each error bar was
calculated in the same way as in Figure 2. For MC3a and
MC4a, each positional error is set to the same value as
MC3 and MC4, respectively, because each component was not
detected at other epochs. In this fit, the components showed the
following proper motion: for MC1 0.08 ± 0.12 mas yr−1, for
MC2 1.22 ± 0.24 mas yr−1, for MC3 0.34 ± 0.10 mas yr−1, and
for MC4 0.25±0.05 mas yr−1, which correspond to 0.17±0.25c,
2.56 ± 0.50c, 0.71 ± 0.21c, and 0.53 ± 0.11c, respectively.
MC1, MC3, and MC4 showed the sub-luminal speeds, which are
consistent with the results shown in previous works (e.g., Piner
et al. 2010). In these five epochs, MC2 showed superluminal
motion. Recently, Lico et al. (2012) also performed VLBA
observations of Mrk 421 every month in 2011. In their 15 GHz
observations, four jet components are also detected, and their
angular distance from the core was consistent with MC1, MC2,
MC3, and MC4.

7. DISCUSSION

To examine the behavior inside the sub-pc region of Mrk 421,
we conducted multi-epoch VLBI observations anticipating a su-
perluminal component that is ejected from the core region after
a large flare. Instead of detecting a newly emerging component
on the VLBI images, we detected the apparent superluminal
inward motion of the jet component JC1. Such motions of jet
components have been reported by previous MOJAVE project
studies, in which Lister et al. (2009b) discussed the detection
probability of superluminal inward motions among all observa-
tions to be approximately 2%. We consider our detection of the
inward motion of JC1 in Mrk 421 to be similar to the one rarely
seen in the MOJAVE samples.

There is also a possibility that the positional fluctuations of
the jet component close to the core showed its unusual motion
in a short span (Edwards & Piner 2002); however, the motion of
JC1 showed systematic inward motion at a superluminal speed
rather than its positional fluctuations. Therefore, here we discuss
several possible ideas suggested in Kellermann et al. (2004) for
explaining an apparent superluminal inward motion of JC1.
Among them, it is clear that the free–free absorption effect
of disk, torus, and ambient cold plasma (the case discussed
in Kameno et al. 2001) seems less likely. Another possibility
they indicated is a highly curved jet. Although such extreme
bending has been reported in a small number of sources (see,
e.g., Savolainen et al. 2006), previous higher resolution studies
for Mrk 421 indeed do not show any evidence for extreme
bending within a parsec of the jet. The possibility of the
bobbling of the core component with a short time span is also
considerable. However, it seems that JC1 moved in closer to
the core systematically through the first to the last epochs.
Therefore, below, we focus on the following scenario proposed
by Kellerman: a newly born component (JC0) on 2010 February
16, when the largest X-ray flare occurred, was in the core but
was not resolved by our beam, and it made the centroid of the
core shift toward the jet motion. Also, as seen in Figure 5,
the motions of JC1 and MC3 seem discontinuous between
the third and the fourth epoch of JVN observations (April 25
and May 12, respectively) and in the third epoch of MOJAVE
observations (July 12). It is, however, possible to explain this
motion as JC1 (or MC3) getting back on the track confirmed
by previous studies, because the newborn component associated
with the giant flare, which shifted the centroid of the core, faded
within approximately 0.2 years. Therefore, basically, we have
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JVN + AGN モニター観測	
Kadota et al. (2012)	

•  JVN+VERA で多バンドモニター （4 epochs) 
•  密なシングルディッシュモニターがサポート 
•  コンポーネントのフラックス比変動を調査 

109-4 A. Kadota et al. [Vol. 64,

Fig. 2. VLBI images. The left panels show 8.4 GHz images, the center panels for 22 GHz, and the right panels for 43 GHz images, respectively. Images
of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th observations are shown from the top to bottom rows. Contours indicate !3 ! , 3 ! " 2n (n = 0, 1, 2, # # #) of the intensity of
each image. Synthesized beams are shown at the left bottom of each image. Elliptical and circular Gaussian models are overlaid as gray symbols. Due to
the lack of Ogasawara of VERA, the beam was elongated in X1.
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Fig. 3. Flux density variations of VLBI components. The symbols for
8.4, 22, and 43 GHz are circle, triangle, square, respectively. Filled
symbols represent the sum of the core and jet components. Open
symbols represent the core components.

Fig. 4. VLBI and total flux-density light curves of PKS 1510!089.
Open circle, total flux density at 8.4 GHz; filled circle, VLBI flux
density at 8.4 GHz. The open triangles and open squares are the same
as those in figure 3. The dotted line, solid line and dashed line indicate
the best-fit third-order polynomial for 8.4 GHz (total), 22, and 43 GHz
(core).

(filled circle) is in good agreement with the total flux density
(the 4th VLBI flux is higher than the total flux but within the
1 ! VLBI flux error bar), suggesting that the flux of diffuse
emission of PKS 1510!089 is negligible at 8.4 GHz. The
variability observed by VLBI at 8.4 GHz corresponded to
the variation around the minimum flux density observed by
Yamaguchi 32-m at DOY 100. The total flux density at 8.4 GHz
reached the maximum at DOY 130, and decreased later. The
behavior of the variability at 8.4 GHz resembles that at 22 and
43 GHz, because the flux densities at all bands show minimum,
increase, maximum, and decrease around DOY 90 to 130.

The variation pattern at 22 and 43 GHz preceded with that
of 8.4 GHz. We fit a third order polynomial to the light
curves of the core at 22 and 43 GHz (solid line for 22 GHz
and dashed line for 43 GHz in figure 4), and estimated the date
and flux density of the minimum and the maximum as well as

Table 4. Flux density at the maximum and the minimum, and their
date.

Frequency Minimum Maximum
(GHz) DOY Smin(Jy) DOY Smax(Jy)

8.4 100 1.74 130 1.95
22" 89 1.35 111 1.59
43" 90 1.15 110 1.39

" VLBI core component.

that at 8.4 GHz. The date of the minimum was DOY 89 and
90, the maximum was DOY 111 and 110 at 22 and 43 GHz,
respectively. The periods between the minimum and the
maximum are 22 and 20 d at 22 and 43 GHz, respectively. The
change of the flux density of the core at 22 and 43 GHz are
substantially synchronized. The dates and the flux densities at
the minimum and the maximum are summarized in table 4.

5. Discussion

5.1. Short-Term Variability and Delay between Frequencies

Significant variations of the flux density were observed at
all frequencies from 8.4 to 43 GHz. The light curves showed
the minimum and the maximum during the observations; the
periods between the minimum and the maximum were 20 to
30 d. The variation patterns well alike at 3 frequencies; more-
over, the variations at 22 and 43 GHz were closely synchro-
nized. It is hard to cause such a large variation (# 20%) by
interstellar scintillation at a frequency as high as 43 GHz. We
conclude that those short-term variabilities are intrinsic.

The variation was synchronized between 22 and 43 GHz,
and the spectral index, ˛ (S" / "˛), was almost constant at
!0.2 to !0.3. Since the spectral index did not change while the
flux density varied, the radio-emitting region is optically thin
at 22 and 43 GHz. On the other hand, the variation at 8.4 GHz
was delayed by 11 to 20 d from that of 22 and 43 GHz. When
the small flare peaked around DOY 110 at 22 and 43 GHz, the
flux density at 8.4 GHz was still small. The existence of a time
lag in the variability suggests that the 8.4 GHz emitting region
is optically thick. The observed VLBI core size was 0.5 mas
or less at 8.4 GHz, and the peak flux density was about 2 Jy.
These parameters suggest that the synchrotron self-absorption
occurred at 8.4 GHz.

The variability behaviors of the three bands can be explained
as follows (Pyatunina et al. 2006, 2007): high-energy electrons
that caused the small flare were injected in a blob at around
DOY 100, and the flux density of the blob increased at 22 and
43 GHz, but did not change at 8.4 GHz because the blob was
optically thick at that frequency. Then, the high-energy elec-
trons lost their energy while the emitting blob expanded around
DOY 120 and the flux density decreased at 22 and 43 GHz,
but increased at 8.4 GHz along with the increment of the solid
angle of the blob.

5.2. Doppler Factor and Brightness Temperature

Many studies have been made on the derivation of Doppler
factor for this source. Abdo et al. (2010) obtained ı = 21
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No. 2] VLBI Monitoring of 3C 84 in Early Phase of the 2005 Outburst L13

Fig. 1. (a) JVN image of 3C 84 at 8 GHz. The contours are plotted at the level of 86.2 mJy !
!p

2
"n

(n = "1, 0, 1, 2, 4, : : :, 128). The lowest contour
corresponds to three-times image noise r.m.s.. The beam size is 3.85 ! 2.14 mas at a position angle of "47ı , which is shown in the lower left corner of
the image. (b)–(o) VERA images of 3C 84 at 22 GHz. All images are shifted in reference to the northern component (component C1). The contours
are plotted at levels of 4.18, 8.36, 16.72, 33.44, and 66.88% of the peak intensity (4.989 Jy beam) on 2009 April 24. The restoring beam (1.1 ! 0.7 mas,
position angle of "60ı) was set to make images uniform.

Fig. 2. Pluses: Effelesberg light curve of 3C 84 at 22 GHz. Crosses:
total CLEANed flux of VERA observation at 22.2 GHz. Asterisks: The
light curve of component C1. Open squares: The light curve of compo-
nent C2. Filled squares: The light curve of component C3.

C3 as a function of time. The position of components C1
and C3 was derived from a two-dimensional Gaussian fit in
the interferometric (u; v)-plane using the “modelfit” task in
Difmap. It is difficult to measure the positional error of
each component quantitatively from the interferometric data
in each epoch independently. We thus employed a method
described in Homan et al. (2001). We initially set the uncer-
tainty for each data point equal to unity, and then we performed
a linear fit to the data assuming motion with constant speed to
obtain a preliminary !2. Taking this preliminary !2, we then
uniformly rescaled the uncertainty of each data point, such

Fig. 3. Plot of the separation between component C3 and compo-
nent C1. The error bar is smaller than the size of each symbol. The
blue solid line represents a linear fit to the data from 2007/297 to
2009/114. The green broken line represents that from 2007/142 to
2007/297, assuming that component C3 was ejected from the position
of component C1 on 2007/142 (see subsection 4.2).

that reduced-!2 to be unity. Finally, the positional error of
each data point was estimated to be 0.013 mas. This error is
typically two-times larger than that estimated from the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR), such that "beam=SNR, where "beam

is the beam size. This fit results in an apparent speed of
0.20˙0.01 mas yr"1 (projected speed of 0.23˙0.01c) towards
the south. This is approximately consistent with the jet speeds
in the # -ray quiet phase (Dhawan et al. 1998). The direction
of movement of the new component differs from the align-
ment of the components C1 and C2 by #40ı on the projected
plane. We note that we did not include the data on 2007/258 to
this fit because component C3 might have moved faster before
2007/297 (see section 4).
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JVN + AGN モニター観測	
Nagai et al. (2010)	

•  モニターは VERA が担当 

JVN	

VERA	



(JVN) + AGN モニター観測	
Sasada et al. (2012)	

•  多波長モニターに 山口 32 m シングルディッシュモニターが参加  

No. 3] Multi-Wavelength Photopolarimetric Monitoring of 3C 454.3 in 2009 Dec. 58-3

a calibration standard, KF06T2, collected at the nearest epochs
of our datasets. In this paper, we used only 3.0–5.0 !m
data because of a large uncertainty of the flux calibration
outside this region.

2.4. Yamaguchi Radio Telescope

The radio observation was carried out with the Yamaguchi
32-m radio telescope at the center frequency of 8.38 GHz and
a bandwidth of 400 MHz in the total power mode. The antenna
temperatures were measured at the position of 3C 454.3 and at
four positions 200 (a half of FWHM) offset to positive and nega-
tive in both azimuth and the elevation directions from the target
so as to obtain the true antenna temperature by correcting the
pointing error of the telescope. A flux calibrator, 3C 48, was
observed at the same elevation of 3C 454.3. The flux density of
3C 454.3 was determined from the ratio of the antenna temper-
atures of 3C 454.3 to 3C 48, and the flux density of 3C 48
(3.34 Jy, Ott et al. 1994). The accuracy of the measured flux
density is supported to be 5%, empirically. The observation
was ensured to be 5 times from October 21 to December 7.

3. Result

3.1. Photometry

Figure 1 shows the light curves in the X-ray and optical
bands, temporal variation of photon index, Γ, and the V ! J
color variation. The X-ray and optical light curves show that
the flux of 3C 454.3 was variable, and we define three states
based on the light-curve structure. The first state is a quiescent
state from the start date of our monitoring to JD 2455055. The
second state is an active state from JD 2455055 to 2455159.
And the third state is an outburst state after JD 2455159. The
flux in the quiescent state was less variable and faint both in
the X-ray and optical bands compared with the flux after the
active state. The active state was characterized by several short
and small flares with a duration of " 10 d and amplitude of
a factor . 3. On JD 2455159, the object had suddenly become
bright both in the X-ray and optical bands, simultaneously. In
the decline phase of the outburst, we can estimate a decline
rate, " , assuming that the flux follows an exponential decay,
that is, F (t) / e!t=" (Böttcher et al. 2007). The decline
rates were 14˙2 and 49˙3 d in the X-ray and optical bands.
Hence, the flux decline in the X-ray band was faster than that
in the optical band.

Radio observations at 8.38 GHz were also performed in
JD 2455125, 2455127, 2455133, and 2455172 by Yamaguchi
radio observatory, as mentioned in subsection 2.4. The radio
flux density was constant at 8.1 Jy, and no significant change
was observed during the active and outburst states. The lack
of a tight correlation between the radio and optical fluxes was
also reported in past studies of 3C 454.3 (Villata et al. 2007).

The photon index in the X-ray band, Γ, was almost constant
during our monitoring period, except for possible variations at
the onset of the active state; a temporary softening of spectra
can be seen in " JD 2455070, while its variation amplitude is
small. Raiteri et al. (2011) also analyzed the same XRT data,
and reported that no real changes in Γ could be detected from
2008 to 2010. It is also noteworthy that no prominent change
in Γ was associated with the outburst state.
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Fig. 1. Light curves, temporal variation of photon index, and color
variation of 3C 454.3. From top to bottom, the panels show the light
curve and the temporal variation of the photon index, Γ, in the X-ray
band at 1 keV, the light curve in the V band, and V ! J color variation.

In the quiescent state, V ! J was about 1.6. The V ! J
color in the quiescent state was bluer than those in the active
and outburst states. This feature indicates a, so-called, redder-
when-brighter trend. The same color behavior was reported in
past observations of 3C 454.3 (e.g., Raiteri et al. 2008a; Sasada
et al. 2010). It is widely accepted that this feature appears
because an underlying thermal emission in the UV band, called
as Big Blue Bump: BBB, is bluer than the variable synchrotron
emission (Raiteri et al. 2007).

3.2. Polarimetry

Figure 2 shows the light curves and temporal variations of
the polarization parameters in the V and J bands. Panels “b”,
“c”, “f”, and “g” show the temporal variation of the P and #
in the V and J bands. The P in the active and outburst states
exhibited large variations compared with the P in the quiescent
state. The averaged PV values were 4.5%, 6.0%, and 8.9%,
and the averaged PJ values were 7.3%, 9.2%, and 12.2% in
the quiescent, active, and outburst states, respectively. In the
outburst state, the maxima of the PV and PJ were 22.0 ˙1.4
and 24.1˙0.4% on JD 2455180. The averaged PJ values were
higher than the averaged PV values in all states. The high PD in
the J band is partly due to a low contribution of the unpolarized
flux from the BBB component in the J band.

We corrected the PA, assuming that the temporal variation in
the PA is less than 90ı between neighbor two observations. We

defined the variation as ∆#n = #n+1 ! #n !
q

ı #n+1
2 + ı #n

2,
where #n+1 and #n were the n + 1- and n-th # and ı #n+1 and
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Fig. 5. Spectral energy distribution from the radio to optical bands
during the outburst state. The solid line represents the best-fitted
third-order log-polynomial function.

Figure 4 shows the light curve and the temporal variations
of the polarization parameters during the outburst state in the
V band. The solid line is the best-fitted linear function for
the corrected ! from JD 2455157 to 2455192. In the fourth
panel, we show the residual ! from the linear function. PD was
low during the early phase of the outburst. After the outburst
maximum, it became high. The residual ! largely deviated
from zero around JD 2455170 (the forth panel of figure 4).
Around this deviation epoch, the V band magnitude was at the
maximum (the top panel of figure 4) and PV was minimum
(!2%; the second panel of figure 4).

3.3. Spectrum in the NIR band and Spectral Energy
Distribution

We also obtained the NIR spectroscopic data with
AKARI/IRC during the outburst state. In the top panel of
figure 4, the arrows represent the observation epochs with
AKARI. The NIR fluxes and the shape of the spectra were
almost identical within the 1-" error level among the three
observation epochs. The bottom panel of figure 4 shows the
averaged spectrum of 3C 454.3. The spectrum is dominated
by featureless red continuum emission, indicating that the
synchrotron radiation was dominant in this wavelength range
during the outburst state.

We show the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the
object from the radio-to-optical regions during the outburst
state in figure 5. The NIR data points are the average flux
for three epochs obtained with AKARI. As for the optical
data, the figure includes the observation with Kanata, which
was obtained on JD 2455180, closest to the AKARI observa-
tions. In the radio band, we used public data observed with the
Submillimeter Array (SMA: 1 mm on JD 2455181 and 850#m
on JD 2455176), the University of Michigan Radio Astronomy
Observatory (UMRAO; 4.8 GHz on JD 2455169.5, 8.0 GHz on
JD 2455184.5, and 14.5 GHz on JD 2455179.5) and our data
observed with the Yamaguchi radio telescope (8.38 GHz on
JD 2455172). All radio data were obtained within 10 d of
our AKARI observations. The SMA data were obtained as
part of the SMA flux density monitoring program, and used

Table 1. Rotation rates in each rotation event."

Event Rate Total Rotation period
(deg d#1) (ı) JD # 2450000

2005 8.7˙1.1 — —
2007 22.0˙3.0 130 4333–4338
2008 #27.0˙2.0 300 4680–4691
2009 “A” #26.0˙2.3 270 5063–5074
2009 “B” 9.8˙0.5 350 5157–5192

" The 2005 and 2007 rotation events were reported by Jorstad et al.
(2010) and Sasada et al. (2010).

by permission (Gurwell et al. 2007). The optical and NIR
data were corrected for Galactic interstellar extinction based
on Schlegel, Finkbeiner, and Davis (1998). The extinction for
the AKARI data was estimated by interpolating the extinctions
from 3 to 5#m obtained from Schlegel, Finkbeiner, and Davis
(1998). The solid line represents the best-fitted third-order log-
polynomial function. The peak frequency of the synchrotron
component was estimated as 7.6 $ 1012 Hz. This is the same
order of magnitude as the values reported in previous studies
(e.g., Raiteri et al. 2008b; Abdo et al. 2010b). The optical
and NIR data are smoothly connected, which suggests that at
least the emission from the NIR to optical energy band can be
explained by a synchrotron component.

4. Discussion

4.1. Implication of Polarimetric Behavior During an
Outburst State in 2009

Our monitoring observations suggest that two rotation
events of polarization occurred during the active and outburst
states of 3C 454.3 in 2009. The features of rotations “A”
and “B” are summarized in table 1. The rotation rates,
directions, and periods of the rotations are different between
rotations “A” and “B.”

Two models have recently been proposed for the rotation of
polarization: Marscher et al. (2008) and Abdo et al. (2010a).
According to Marscher et al. (2008), a rotation of the polar-
ization vector is a sign of a helical magnetic field in the jet.
The directions of the rotation events in 3C 454.3 are both
clockwise and counterclockwise. In the case of the simple
helical magnetic field in the jet, the direction of the rotation
of polarization should be one-sided. Thus, it needs a more
complex magnetic field structure in order to explain the rota-
tion events in 3C 454.3.

Abdo et al. (2010a) reported a rotation event in 3C 279, and
suggested a non-axisymmetric structure of the jet, implying
a curved trajectory for the emitting material. This idea can
explain rotations in both directions, and hence the rotations
in 3C 454.3. We can estimate the distance, ∆ r , traveled by
the emitting material during the well-sampled rotation “B” in
2009. We calculate the travel distance, ∆r , as Γ2

jetc∆t , where
Γjet is the bulk Lorentz factor, c is the speed of light, and
∆ t is the duration of the rotation event (Abdo et al. 2010a).
The duration of the rotation “B” was 35 d. In this case, we
adopted a value of Γjet = 19.6, which was reported by Bonnoli
et al. (2011) with the data on JD 2455167.5 (2009 December 2).
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Fig. 3. Behavior of the polarization Stokes parameters on the
QU planes during rotations “A” and “B” in the V band.

ı !n were the errors of n + 1- and n-th !. If ∆ !n < !90ı

(> +90ı), we add +180ı (!180ı) to !n+1. If j∆!nj < 90ı,
we performed no correction of !n+1. Panels “d” and “h” show
the corrected !.

In panel “d”, two rotation events can be seen, “A” and “B.”
The rotation event “A” occurred from JD 2455063 to 2455074
when the object entered the active state. The rotation event
“B” occurred from JD 2455157 to 2455192, during the outburst
state. In the quiescent state, there was no rotation event. Thus,
we can consider that these rotation events were associated with
the activity of the object. After the rotation “A,” the ! was
constant during the active state, at about 170ı˙30ı.

These rotations can also be confirmed in the J -band obser-
vations, while the timings of the PA correction are different in
several points, as shown in panel “h”. This is mostly due to
large errors of PA (ı !) in the J -band observations. The PA
correction mentioned above depends on ı !. In addition, the
data number of the J -band observation is smaller than that of
the V -band one. This is partly due to mechanical errors of
our NIR detector. Thus, the PA correction for the V -band data
is more reliable than that for the J -band one. For example,
in panels “i” and “j”, we show the corrected ! around rota-
tions “A” and “B.” The open squares denote the corrected !
of the J -band data. They apparently show different behavior
from the !V (filled circles). However, they become consis-
tent if !180ı or !360ı is added to the !J (filled squares).
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Fig. 4. Temporal variation of the flux, polarization parameters, the !
subtracted from the linear function fitted the data from JD 2455157 to
2455192 in the V band, and spectrum in the NIR region. The arrows in
the top panel are the epochs of the AKARI observations. The bottom
panel shows the averaged spectrum of three spectra.

This demonstrates that the V - and J -band data have the same
behavior if the ˙180ı ambiguity in ! is taken into account.

The rotation rates of “A” and “B” were estimated to be
!26˙2.3 and +9.8˙0.5 deg d!1, calculated by a linear regres-
sion model of !. If the rotation rate is positive, the rota-
tion direction is counterclockwise in the QU plane, or the
celestial sphere, and vice versa. Figure 3 shows the temporal
variation of the object in the Stokes QU plane in the V band.
The direction of “A” was clockwise, and that of “B” was coun-
terclockwise in the QU plane, as can be seen in the top and
bottom panels of figure 3. Thus, the directions of these two
rotation were different.
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JVN + 微弱検出	

■ 萌芽的な観測 
 
 
(1)  NLS1 で初めての VLBI 検出調査 (Doi et al. 2007, PASJ) 

 
(2)  BALQSO で初めての VLBI 検出サーベイ (Doi et al. 2009, PASJ) 

(3)  楕円銀河サーベイ (Takemura, Sudou et al. in prep.) 

(4)  Fermi un-ID 天体の大規模サーベイ (Niinuma in prep.) 

(5)  HBL blazars のVLBI検出サーベイ (Akiyama in prep.) 

※ 水色は広帯域観測	



傾向 の 特徴	

•  JVN+AGN モニターの要求は非常に多い 
–  “JVN モニター” というには epoch 数をもう少

し増やしたい 

•  JVN+微弱検出の観測が増えてきた 
– 広帯域モードで実験的におこなわれている 
– イメージングを求めていない	

⇒ 課題の抽出 と 対策へ	



これからの JVN + AGN	



求められている JVN 像？	

(A)  AGN モニターがしっかりやれる 
(B)  微弱天体をサーベイできる 

–  且つ、VLBA / EVN とは棲み分ける特化性能 

(1)  高頻度 
(2)  大量 
(3)  高感度 

 → 運用の改善が必要 
  - 自動化 （システム、人員） 
  - 先鋭化 （参加局） 

 
 → 感度の向上が必要 
  - 広帯域化 



12 Gbps での試験的観測 
(NLS1 サンプル:   Doi, Oyama, Yamauchi+)	

•  VERA 2-beam 
–  周波数： 22 GHz 
–  モード：  

•  A-beam: 2 Gbps (512 MHz) 
•  B-beam: 2 Gbps (512 MHz) 
•  B-beam: 8 Gbps (2048 MHz) 

–  総観測時間 = 7 hour 
•  10 min/source 
•  1 min/slew 
•  21+20 source  
•  + 8 calibrators 

	

（ブロック図）	



NLS1 サンプル （2--200 mJy @ 22 GHz）	
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